
Summary 

In recent decades, we have seen developments that suggest an increasing importance of social class 

origin in youths’ lives. First, social inequalities have become more pronounced and complexified 

in a range of countries. Therefore, class positions now seem to reflect very different family 

situations in terms of material conditions and lifestyles. Second, bonds between youths and their 

parents seem to have strengthened over time as many parents have become more involved in 

youths’ lives, for instance in their schooling and leisure activities. 

However, in the same period and despite these trends, class perspectives have only been utilized 

to a limited extent in youth research. Too few youth studies use class models founded on theory, 

in particular in quantitative sociological studies. One of the most significant developments in class 

analysis in recent decades, cultural class analysis, has seldom been applied. It is largely inspired by 

the works of Pierre Bourdieu; a key idea here is that inequality varies not only with economic capital 

but also with cultural capital (e.g., cultural skills, knowledge, style, art objects, education). In this 

framework, inequality thus has a multidimensional structure. 

In this thesis, I investigate the extent to which class models that incorporate such 

multidimensionality are fruitful for youth studies in a Norwegian setting. I pose two main research 

questions. 

The first question relates to the nature of class inequality in various life domains. I ask: 

To what extent are there multidimensional class differences in four key areas of youths’ lives?  

I explore four potential areas: (i) residential segregation, (ii) political behaviour (engagement, 

participation, orientation), (iii) sport participation, and (iv) academic performance. The second 

question concerns the ambition to examine how class differences are passed from one generation 

to the next. I ask: 

How are class differences among youth generated, based on parental resources?  

Here, I focus on the role of different types of capital and variations in social contexts. 

To answer these questions, I apply two class models: the Oslo Registry Data Class scheme (ORDC) 

and the Erikson Goldthorpe and Portocarero (EGP) model. Different analytical designs allow me 

to examine the importance of the cultural and economic capital of the parental class. I also analyse 



how social context, especially in the form of neighbourhoods and schools, intersects with, mediates 

or affects the relationship between class origin and outcomes. 

In the first paper, co-authored with Jørn Ljunggren, we examine class-based residential segregation 

among youths in Oslo in the period 1970 to 2003. Overall, we find high and increasing segregation 

between youth from the two poles of a “vertical capital dimension”, between the classes with most 

and least capital: the upper and the working classes. We also document “horizontal segregation”, 

i.e., segregation between class factions that predominantly possess either cultural or economic 

capital. In this study, we find that youth from the cultural and economic factions of the upper and 

upper middle classes are moderately segregated. Youth in the economic faction are most segregated 

from youth with other class origins. The increases in residential segregation co-occurred with 

changes in class structure, changes to housing policies, population growth and a liberalization of 

the housing market with subsequent increases in housing prices. We argue that liberalization and 

rising economic inequalities have probably contributed to greater segregation. 

In the second paper, I analyse the relationship between youths’ social class origin and political 

behaviours such as engagement, participation and orientation, using a population-based survey of 

Oslo. Political engagement and participation differ vertically, as both behaviours increase with 

parental capital. However, there are also horizontal differences, as youth from the cultural factions 

show more engagement and participation than their peers in the economic factions. Political 

orientation is mainly structured horizontally, as youths from economic factions tend to orient 

themselves more toward right-wing politics, while those from the cultural factions typically have 

more leftist views. School affiliation represents a partially mediating contextual factor affecting 

participation and orientation. 

In the third article, co-authored with Anders Bakken, we use the same data to examine youths’ 

participation in club sports. We apply the EGP class scheme, combined with indicators of 

economic and cultural resources and find substantial class differences. Youth from service-class 

origins have much higher probabilities of participating than youth with working-class or 

unemployed parents. Parents’ economic resources appear to be the main mediating factor—

suggesting that lack of ability to meet sport-related expenses can represent barriers for youth from 

lower-class origins. Cultural resources also matter but to a much smaller extent. 

The fourth paper, co-authored with Marianne Nordli Hansen, focuses on the importance of class 

in the academic performance of youth. We use registry data on the grades of full cohorts of 

Norwegian students in a range of subjects to study class differences with the multidimensional 



ORDC model. We find that the greater the parents’ volume of capital, the better grades students 

receive. In addition to such vertical differences, there are also horizontal patterns whereby youths 

from the cultural factions receive better grades than those from the economic factions. Based on 

fixed-effects (within-subject) analyses of students’ grades from oral and written examinations and 

from different school levels, we argue that the symbolic features of cultural capital are central in 

explaining class differences. 

The main finding of all four papers is that parental class appears to be a broad social force in 

youths’ lives. Class is multidimensionally related to all areas of youths’ lives studied. Capital volume 

matters most, as the largest differences are found between youths from class positions reflecting 

the highest and lowest levels of capital. The relative composition of cultural and economic capital 

is also important but functions differently according to outcome. Cultural capital is particularly 

associated with academic achievement and political engagement, while economic capital is more 

closely associated with residential segregation and organized sport participation. 

These differences are likely to have long-term consequences for youths, not only for their education 

and labour careers, but also for their social lives, health and political participation. The results thus 

suggest that multidimensional class inequalities are reproduced. This implies that cultural class 

analysis and reproduction theories are relevant to studies of youth in Norway, despite its egalitarian 

features. 

Although the classed patterns observed are based on analyses of the Norwegian setting, I point to 

three mechanisms that probably apply to other countries as well. First, the differences can be passed 

from one generation to the next owing to classed socialization, lifestyles and parenting practices 

that vary according to the volume and composition of parental capital, which shapes youths’ 

habitus, i.e., their dispositions to act and think certain ways. Second, class origin may channel youth 

into different social contexts (such as neighbourhoods and schools) with different opportunity 

structures, which again have consequences for youths’ horizons. Contexts could also be significant 

owing to neighbourhood, school or peer effects (such as quality of schools, schoolmates’ and 

neighbours’ active engagement in education, culture, sports, politics or delinquency). Over time, 

youths’ habitus may be changed by exposure to such contextual conditions, i.e., their scopes of 

action and the social forces within them. Third, differences can also arise when youths’ economic 

and cultural capital origins interact with certain contextual features. For instance, in school-related 

contexts, embodied cultural capital can matter more in oral than in written exams, as evaluations 

are briefer and based more on appearance and “habitus” in the oral exam format. 



Those working in the field of youth research’ should direct more attention to describing and 

understanding how class differences arise and, in this endeavour, incorporate more insights from 

class theories. It is particularly important to document, understand and address this inequality as 

youths are in a formative life phase. It is also important because of increased social tensions owing 

to inequality and polarization in a range of countries, where populist politicians leverage this 

inequality when they spread divisive rhetoric to gain political power. 

 


